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Introduction
Purpose
The purpose of this document is to provide you, as Minister of Transport, with an overview of
Maritime NZ, our operating environment, functions, and context (as a part of New Zealand’s wider
transport sector).
This briefing is arranged in three parts:
 part one describes the nature and scope of Maritime NZ


part two sets out Maritime NZ’s work priorities and potential areas of Ministerial engagement
over the next 6 months, and



part three covers other sources of information about Maritime NZ and supporting appendices.
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Part 1: Nature and scope of Maritime NZ
Who we are
Maritime NZ is the national regulatory, compliance and response agency for the safety, security and
environmental protection of maritime waters. We are one of four Crown entities monitored by the
Ministry of Transport, and part of the wider transport sector ‘family’ of organisations, as shown
immediately below.

We were established in 1993 and are governed by a five-member Board appointed by the Minister of
Transport under the Maritime Transport Act 1994. Information about the Board members is attached
at Appendix 1.
We have approximately 230 staff located in nine regional offices1, in two offices in Wellington, at the
Rescue Coordination Centre New Zealand in Lower Hutt, and the Marine Pollution Response Service
in Te Atatu, Auckland.

1

Primarily staffed by Maritime Officers, in Whangarei, Auckland, Tauranga, New Plymouth, Napier, Nelson, Christchurch,
Dunedin, Invercargill
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Why the maritime domain matters
The maritime domain in New Zealand is complex and diverse, and the maritime industry is a major
contributor to, and enabler of, the national economy. The role played by Maritime NZ supports those
who work and play on New Zealand waters. This includes commercial cargo vessels, passenger
ferries, fishing vessels, charter boats, offshore mining installations, jet boat tourism operators and
recreational boaties.
The economic contribution the wider maritime sector makes to New Zealand is significant, for
example:


as an island nation distant from its markets, New Zealand is almost totally reliant on efficient
international shipping to carry our trade, with around 945 foreign vessels making over 2750
visits to New Zealand shores and around 5,000-6,000 calls into New Zealand ports each year



domestically, six million passengers rely on harbour ferries to get to work or go on holiday,
while some 12 million tonnes of oil are transported around our coast annually. A fleet of
1,500 commercial fishing vessels relies on clean seas to generate $1.7 billion in annual export
earnings, and around 390,000 people enjoy commercial rafting and jet boat trips on our rivers
and lakes. Some 1,400 people are working in an expanding offshore oil sector, while more
than one million people a year take to the water in over 900,000 recreational craft



the marine manufacturing sector is one of New Zealand’s largest, with annual turnover of
around $1.6 billion, and



by working to ensure that maritime safety, security and environmental protection become
integral to the way all these activities are conducted, risks of costly incidents and accidents
that harm our communities’ social and economic interests are reduced. This makes a direct
contribution to key outcomes that the Government is seeking from the transport sector –
safety, effectiveness, efficiency and resilience.

Our Vision
Maritime NZ’s vision is a maritime community that works and plays safely and securely on clean
waters.

Our Mission
It is our mission to lead and support the maritime community in working to ensure our seas are safe,
secure and clean, on behalf of all New Zealanders. We are responsible for:


promoting a safe, secure, and clean maritime environment



leading responses to major maritime incidents, and



coordinating major maritime and aviation search and rescue missions, and emergency
distress beacon related operations (including land-based missions) through the Rescue
Coordination Centre New Zealand.

What we do
Through our regulatory and compliance work, Maritime NZ seeks to address risks in the maritime
domain before they result in poor outcomes. Our response work addresses the maritime
consequences of risks that do materialise. Our three key roles are:
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1.

Regulation

We are charged with regulating a diverse maritime community embracing everything from the
humble recreational dinghy through to the large ocean-going vessels that carry New Zealand’s trade
to the world. We help to influence, develop and maintain the international and national safety,
security, and environmental protection policies and regulations that govern the operation of vessels,
ports, and offshore installations in New Zealand waters.
In practice this involves:

2.



engaging with and influencing multiple international bodies to ensure New Zealand interests
are clearly represented and shape the development of global maritime regulation in ways
that align with New Zealand’s economic, social and environmental objectives



contributing to international agreements on common safety, security and environmental
protection standards that are essential to ensure the smooth functioning of international
shipping and trade; and translating the international agreements New Zealand adopts into
workable domestic legislation



undertaking maritime domain assessments and policy investigations to ensure our regulatory
framework remains relevant, robust and responsive, and



advising on and implementing 40 maritime rules and 28 marine protection rules including a
large number that give effect to over 30 maritime and marine protection international
conventions and protocols adopted by New Zealand.

Compliance

We support, encourage and require operator compliance with those regulations by:

3.



providing accessible and timely information and assistance to the maritime community to
manage the risks they face, supporting compliance with their legal obligations; and
developing systems they can use to manage risk



licensing and certifying seafarers and commercial maritime operations, including maritime
training institutions



educating the maritime community



auditing operators and service providers such as ship surveyors, and taking actions that
encourage and require compliance (improvement notices, imposing conditions, detentions,
etc.)



investigating incidents to try to stop them happening again, and



enforcing the regulations to hold people to account for their actions (for example through
civil or criminal proceedings, revocation of documents or prosecution).

Response

We manage the development, maintenance and delivery of national maritime incident response
services across the vast, internationally agreed, areas of responsibility (Navigation Area XIV and the
New Zealand Search and Rescue Region that stretch from Antarctica to the Pacific Islands) including:


leading New Zealand's responses to significant and major maritime incidents and emergencies
(such as the Rena)



providing a 24 hour national land, sea and air search and rescue coordination service



overseeing the maritime industry and Regional Council marine pollution readiness and
response capabilities and delivering the national level capability
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maintaining New Zealand’s coastal navigation aids to shipping (principally coastal lights and
lighthouses) and operating the national 24 hour maritime distress and safety communications
service across Navigation Area XIV, and



managing and operating the emergency distress beacon detection and location network for
land, sea and air and running the national registration database for all New Zealand beacons.

The way we operate
Maritime NZ strives to be a professional, evidence-based, intelligence-led, risk-focused regulatory,
compliance and response agency.

What we seek to achieve
Maritime NZ brings together its three key roles – as the national regulatory, compliance and response
agency, to drive and achieve three key outcomes for New Zealand:
Safe – A maritime system that supports, encourages and requires strong safety standards
and behaviours
Secure – A maritime system that protects people and goods from unlawful actions as they
move across domestic and international waters
Clean – A marine environment that is clean and protected.
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Our strategic pivots
To help drive and achieve Maritime NZ’s vision, we have developed four strategic “pivots” (or ways
we deliver our work). We are progressively embedding these pivots in the way we operate, and using
them to shape our strategic work programme. Our pivots include:
1. increasing our influence in the international regulatory environment
2. enhancing Maritime NZ’s facilitation and leadership role within the maritime sector
3. minimising the regulatory and compliance burden (ensuring an effective, and value for money
regulatory environment), and making a greater contribution to New Zealand’s economic
objectives
4. making it easy for regulated parties to do the right thing.
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Our international work
On behalf of the Government, Maritime NZ plays a significant role in the development of
international obligations through international maritime and marine environment protection
agreements and treaties; and the implementation of obligations that arise from these agreements
and treaties.
We:


represent New Zealand’s interests at the United Nations International Maritime Organization
(IMO). Maritime NZ also supports, encourages and requires relevant parties to meet their
obligations under those agreements and treaties in New Zealand



have active engagement in international rulemaking. The adoption and implementation of
relevant conventions is critical for New Zealand, given our national dependence on safe and
efficient global shipping for its economic prosperity and marine environmental protection,
and



play a significant role in the Government’s Pacific Maritime Safety Programme in partnership
with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade which aims to improve maritime safety through
systemic improvements to local maritime regimes and enhancement of local response
capabilities.

Health and Safety
Maritime NZ is a designated agency under section 191 of the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015
(HSWA) and performs all the functions and exercises all the powers of the regulator under the Act in
respect of:


work on board ships, and



ships as workplaces.

Our regulatory responsibilities and functions under the HSWA are addressed alongside our Maritime
Transport Act responsibilities and functions to make it as easy as possible for operators to comply
with the complementary requirements of each Act.
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Some key partners we work with

Collaboration with other agencies and stakeholder organisations reflects the breadth of our interests
across transport, health and safety, oil and gas, local government, search and rescue, security and
international domains, and is crucial to our effectiveness in achieving outcomes.
Where we can, we partner with others to develop effective regulation, share information, and
achieve efficiency gains, and to design and implement strategies that reflect shared goals and
responsibilities.
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New Zealand’s maritime community
New Zealand’s maritime community is characterised by diversity, embracing everything from the
humble recreational dinghy through to the large ocean-going vessels that carry New Zealand’s trade
to the world. To help us better understand risks and issues, and tailor regulatory, compliance and
response interventions to address them, we have divided the maritime community into eight sectors.
Some key characteristics of these sectors and the specific regulatory challenges they raise are
summarised below:
Foreign Shipping (cargo transport, passenger cruises)


Value of export and imports carried by international vessels estimated at $139 billion



There are 14 ports in New Zealand that receive port calls from foreign-flagged ships; around 945 different
international ships enter New Zealand waters each year making nearly 2,750 voyages and around 5,000-6,000 port
calls. Ships visiting NZ included bulk carriers (329), container ships (168), oil tankers, vehicle carriers and cruise ships.



International instruments determine high safety standards for international shipping, however the level of
enforcement of these standards by flag States can vary



Average of 11 serious harm incidents and 1 fatality a year



Maritime NZ has nine officers able to conduct Port State Control inspections

2

Domestic Coastal Shipping (passenger, freight, coastal tankers, traders and research vessels)


Sector carries 4 million tonnes freight per annum (15% of New Zealand’s total freight)



7000 Cook Strait ferries crossings carrying 1 million passengers and 230,000 vehicles per annum



Coastal shipping more cost and environmentally effective



13 NZ flagged vessels (ferries, bulk cement carriers, tankers, dredgers, containerships)



One UK-flagged ferry – (i.e. one of the Interislander ferries, Kaiarahi)



Generally safety is of high standard



UK-flagged ships subject to different regime



Average of four serious harm incidents per year and – since 2008 – no fatalities

Domestic Fishing (Line fishing, trawling and aquaculture)


90% of catch exported, earning NZ $1.7 billion mainly from Australia, China, Japan and USA



Five companies control 70% of NZ’s fish production



Over 1,500 certified commercial fishing vessels exist, many of which are small owner-operator businesses



Diverse sector with foreign and domestic operators using a range of fishing methods



One of the most dangerous occupations with a high average injury and fatality rate relative to other commercial
sectors, i.e. 21 serious harm incidents and 2 fatalities a year



Causal factors include tough working conditions, long hours and time away at sea, drug and alcohol issues and a high
tolerance for risk and danger

Domestic Passenger and Non-passenger (charter services, water taxis)


Over 6 million passenger boardings per year, predominantly Auckland commuter ferries



Diverse range of vessels, commuter ferries, water taxis, tourist cruises, charter boats, tugs, pilot vessels, tankers,
barges, research, survey and cargo vessels



55 medium/large operators with 5+ vessels in their operation

Figures based on events reported to Maritime NZ over the last five financial years 2012/13-2016/17
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1600 small operators with around 2800 vessels.



Generally reasonable safety standard – average of 11 serious harm incidents and 3 fatalities a year

Domestic Outdoor and Adventure (rafting, jet boating, kayaking, river boarding)


Sector is seen as major contributor to tourism $ with significant impact on international reputation



Jet boats and rafts carry more than 390,000 tourists a year



Harm events and fatalities generally low in number, but high profile – average of 3 serious harm incidents and less
than 1 fatality a year

Offshore (petroleum, gas and mineral exploration, extraction, production and decommissioning)


75% of NZ's oil and gas production is offshore - currently all from Taranaki Basin



Petroleum sector $3 billion of NZ's export revenue per annum with potential to exploit unexplored basins and grow
exports to $30 billion per annum by 2025



NZ owns and manages petroleum and mineral resources in its offshore jurisdiction through block offers and
environmental consents



Mainly large exploration and producer firms



Seabed mining and mineral activities relatively undeveloped: oil exploration is longstanding.



Harm events and fatalities generally low in number, but high profile – average of less than 1 serious harm incident and
no fatalities a year



Limited data for some industries

Recreational Boating (Powered and non powered craft)


Purchase of boats and equipment, including their maintenance, contributes to marine industry with estimated
turnover of $1.6 billion



Around a third of New Zealanders are involved in some form of boating



Nearly one million recreational vessels - over half are kayaks/canoes and power boats <6 metres



On average 15 serious harm incidents and 21 fatalities per year (a total of 101 fatalities in last 5 years – up to two
thirds might have been saved if wearing lifejackets)





Surveys show large gap between acknowledging safe behaviour and actual practices

3

Paddle craft (fastest growing group) is increasingly represented in the annual boating toll

Ports and Harbours (commercial port services, piloting, harbour master, stevedoring)

3



New Zealand ports handle $70.9 billion of exports and $67.2 billion of imports by sea



Cruise industry increasing over the last six years injecting $436 million into the NZ economy



14 commercial port



12 regional councils oversee harbours that include a commercial port



Approximately 2000 events reported over five years either in the harbour or while at berth



Approximately 45% of these were for commercial vessels (61% of those involved foreign flagged vessels, while 39%
were foreign vessels)



Port operators, regional councils and Maritime NZ collaborate to implement a voluntary port and harbour marine
safety code under a safety management system

Research NZ: 2016 Recreational Boating Rates of Participation Survey.
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Maritime NZ financials and funding matters
Maritime NZ has an annual consolidated budget of $50 million, with revenue coming from a
combination of:


Crown funding – for activities such as technical policy advice, Ministerial services, rules
development, international engagement, general maritime incident response and search and
rescue and maritime security. Crown funding is made up of:
o

ACC, Health and Safety in Employment and other levies. Under the Health and Safety
at Work (HSW) Act 2015 Maritime NZ is a designated provider of HSW regulation and
compliance for the Maritime Sector

o

Fuel Excise Duty on petrol. A proportion of this duty is paid by recreational boaties
fuelling power boats.



levies on shipping and the offshore oil sector – two levies support the overall maritime safety
system rather than specific services (Maritime Levy and the Oil Pollution Levy). Activities
within the system include safety infrastructure services, information and education,
investigations, inspection of foreign ships, enforcement and oil pollution response
preparedness, and



direct fees and charges – for specific services provided to a group of individual stakeholders
such as the issue of maritime documents including seafarer licenses, ship registration,
certificates, operator audits, inspections and applications for exemptions from rules.

2017/18 budget for Maritime NZ compared to 2016/17 Actual
Actual
2016/17
($000)

Budget
2017/18
($000)

Crown

11,704

15,195

Maritime Levy

20,407

21,309

Other revenue

5,235

5,472

152

120

25

0

37,523

42,096

20,220

23,526

2,261

2,198

Property, plant & equipment write-off & impairment provision

323

0

Capital charge

803

870

Finance costs

103

72

Other expenses

13,069

15,430

Total expenditure

36,779

42,096

744

0

Maritime NZ (Regulation and Compliance only)

Revenue

Interest revenue
Gains
Total revenue
Expenditure
Personnel costs
Depreciation & amortisation costs

Surplus (deficit)
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Actual
2016/17
($000)

Budget
2017/18
($000)

5,886

6,642

106

66

47

70

6,039

6,778

2,782

2,583

Depreciation & amortisation costs

323

526

Capital Charge

514

540

Operating Expenses

2,861

3,129

Total expenditure

6,480

6,778

Surplus (deficit)

(441)

0

Other comprehensive revenue and expense

(161)

Total comprehensive revenue and expense

(602)

0

Actual
2016/17
($000)

Budget
2017/18
($000)

6,448

7,813

Rescue Coordination Centre NZ

Revenue
Crown
Other revenue
Interest revenue
Total revenue
Expenditure
Personnel costs

Oil Pollution Fund
Revenue
Oil Pollution Levy
Other revenue

22

Interest Revenue

97

70

6,567

7,883

1,024

1,199

479

666

Operating Expenses

4,113

4,298

Total expenditure

5,616

6,163

951

1,720

Total revenue
Expenditure
Personnel costs
Depreciation & amortisation costs

Surplus (deficit)
Source: Maritime Statement of Performance Expectations 2016/17

Note: Actual performance is on track to meet budgeted deficit but individual line items may vary from the forecast as the year prog resses.
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Maritime NZ full funding review – 2018/19
In 2013 the Ministry of Transport established an overall funding review programme for the transport
sector agencies. The programme concept is for agencies to manage their funding via a 6 yearly cycle
(full review, mid-point review, full review).
As part of the Ministry’s overall funding review programme, we plan to undertake a full funding
review for completion by the end of 2018/19.
Initial work has begun to gather the information needed to support an assessment of the more
complex issues such as the levy allocation methodologies. We are also currently working to establish
revenue and cost baselines that may be used as comparators as our review progresses. We will also
need to consider the creation of new levies enabled by amendments to the Maritime Transport Act to
give effect to the new obligations relating to ballast water management that came into effect on
8 September 2017.
From our perspective, some key issues to be addressed include:


the balance between funding sources (Crown, levies and fees and charges), and



ensuring Maritime NZ is resourced effectively for the shape and size, functions and tasks we
are expected to deliver over the six years from 1 July 2019.

We note that in December 2016 the Regulations Review Committee released a report on a long
standing complaint relating to the regulations that gave effect to Maritime NZ’s funding framework.
The Committee report concluded that the complaint was not made out but made a number of
recommendationsWithheld
relating tounder
documentation
and transparency
of decisions
regarding
fees and levies;
section 9(2)(f)(iv)
of the Official
Information
Act 1982
addressing historic industry concerns about cross-subsidisation and the base hourly rate; the levy
allocation methodology; and forecasting. The 2018/19 Funding Review will take full account of these
recommendations.

Maritime NZ Budget bids for Budget 2018
While ideally all funding requirements for Maritime NZ will be addressed through scheduled funding
review cycles, sometimes regulatory requirements that increase our workload, driven through New
Zealand’s acceptance of international conventions, or domestic policy changes, occur outside those
cycles.
While Maritime NZ seeks to accommodate such changes within its current resources to the greatest
extent possible, there are two significant developments that will require consideration from a
Withheld
under
of thecycle.
Official
Information
Act 1982
resourcing perspective
outside
the section
current 9(2)(f)(iv)
funding review
They
are the implementation
of
planned legislative changes to introduce random drug and alcohol testing; and the implementation of
new requirements related to the ballast water management convention.

Oil Pollution Levy
An Oil Pollution Levy (OPL) funds Maritime NZ’s marine oil spill response capability. In 2016 Cabinet
approved new levy rates for oil pollution levies. The revised levies, effective from 1 January 2017, are
enabling Maritime NZ to replace key equipment and dispersants that are past their useable dates, and
are supporting enhancements to oil spill response capability, particularly oil recovery in coastal areas.
The OPL was planned to be set for six years from 1 July 2016 but with an undertaking to conduct a
specific OPL mid-point review. This is underway and is due to take effect from 1 July 2019 (the same
date as the full funding review above).
We will be seeking engagement with you on these immediate resource requirements; and in
preparation for the 2018/19 full funding review and the OPL review, over the coming months.
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Part 2: Our work priorities and potential
areas of Ministerial engagement
Regulation
Effective international engagement
With almost all of New Zealand’s trade being carried by foreign-flagged ships, we seek to ensure that
the shipping regulations adopted by the international community are set in a way that meets New
Zealand’s safety, security, environmental and economic interests.
Our continuing engagement with the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and other
international bodies is critical in ensuring that global regulation aligns with New Zealand’s interests.
Maritime NZ takes a strategic approach, prioritising our allocation of limited resources to
international developments that have the most impact on outcomes for New Zealand’s maritime
system and environment.
In the long term there will be benefit in supporting change in the way the IMO sets the international
rules to provide for a better balance between outcome based and prescriptive approaches.

Polar Code (Phase II)
In the coming months, Maritime NZ and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade will seek Ministerial
mandate to support New Zealand commitment to the next stage in the development of the IMO Polar
Code Phase II. The code regulates safety requirements for particular vessels in the polar regions. The
first phase of the Polar Code was developed between 2010 and 2014, and sets international safety
requirements for larger vessels. Currently the Code does not apply to vessels, such as fishing vessels
and private yachts. This leaves a safety gap for these vessels and imposes risks and costs on both
other shipping in the polar region, and on New Zealand as a State with significant search and rescue
responsibilities in the Antarctic.
Following our interactions at IMO in June 2017, Polar Code Phase II has now been set as an agenda
item at the May 2018 Maritime Safety Committee meeting, including scope for a working group to
address the details. New Zealand’s continued engagement up to and beyond this next MSC meeting
will be important to ensure that IMO decisions on this issue recognise New Zealand interests.

International Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse
Authorities (IALA)
In the near future, the International Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse
Authorities (IALA) will progress work to change its status from a non-governmental organisation
(NGO) to an intergovernmental organisation (IGO).
This change will be achieved by the adoption of the Convention on the International Organisation for
Marine Aids to Navigation (IALA Convention) at a diplomatic conference in May 2018.
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Maritime NZ is currently a member of IALA and gains significant benefit directly from IALA
recommendations and guidelines to ensure NZ aids to navigation are compatible with global best
practice.
In addition New Zealand, via Vega Industries Limited’s membership of IALA, has gained significant
economic benefit of access to markets and of promoting and leading standards for LED navigation
lights and unmanned monitoring of aids to navigation.
Not being party to this Convention means that this benefit to Maritime NZ and Vega Industries
Limited may be at risk, as will New Zealand’s reputation of being a leader in automation of aids to
navigation. Maritime NZ has advised the Ministry of this issue and strongly supports New Zealand
becoming party.
We will be seeking engagement with you on advancing Phase II of Polar Code at the IMO, and the
potential for New Zealand to become a party to a new Convention on the International Organisation
for Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities, over coming months.

Promoting effective and efficient regulation
Each year, Maritime NZ delivers a regulatory programme of improvements to maritime and marine
protection rules, and rules-related policy investigations. The 2017/18 programme was noted and
agreed by Cabinet on 14 August 2017. Rules are made by you, as Minister, under the Maritime
Transport Act.
In the short term, three proposed rule amendments will be submitted for your consideration:
1.
revocation of Maritime Rules Part 81 – Commercial Rafting, to transfer the audit and
certification of commercial rafting operators to the Health and Safety at Work (Adventure
Activities) Regulations 2016 – the primary benefit of this is regulatory efficiency
2.
six amendments
to under
the 40section
series of9(2)(f)(iv)
rules (relating
the design,
construction,
equipment and
Withheld
of thetoOfficial
Information
Act 1982
survey of ships). This includes a proposal to require a specific type of marine emergency
distress beacon (a float-free Emergency Position Indicator Radio Beacon – or float free EPIRB)
on some higher-risk fishing vessels – the primary benefits of these changes relate to reducing
the regulatory burden, making compliance easier and improving safety at sea, and
3.
Maritime and Marine Protection Rules amendments to give effect to recent changes to a
handful of international maritime conventions – the primary benefits of this are improved
environmental protection.

The other rules on the 2017/18 programme include a domestic omnibus and an international
omnibus set of amendments; amendments to bring in to effect the Cape Town Agreement4 relating to
the safety of fishing vessels, and two amendments for not for profit and occasional commercial
operators.

The Ministry of Transport has led the amendment to Maritime Rules Part 102 to improve the financial
assurance requirements for offshore installations. This includes increasing assurance amounts and

4

The Cape Town Agreement of 2012 sets minimum standards for the design and construction of, and the equipment on,
fishing vessels 24 metres in length and over. The Cape Town Agreement supersedes the 1993 Torremolinos Protocol
relating to the 1977 Torremolinos International Convention for the Safety of Fishing Vessels.
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changing the way that operators are required to assess how much financial assurance they will need.
The rule has been signed but has not been gazetted so will not come into force until that point.
Maritime NZ is leading the cross agency working group to develop guidelines, processes and
procedures to support the implementation of the new financial assurance regime.

Government regulatory reform that is fit-for-purpose
Our rules programme also includes several policy investigations into matters that could have
implications for existing rules. A key proposal – to address the outdated rules relating to various
operations that do not fit comfortably within the MOSS regime – was recently completed and
approved by the former Associate Minister. This initiative contributes directly to meeting regulatory
stewardship obligations and is expected to provide a more proportionate balance between safety and
effective industry operations.
Developing environmental and safety standards for the maritime industry is a key Maritime NZ role,
but the current process for making maritime and marine protection rules is relatively cumbersome
and slow.
We have worked with the Ministry of Transport to amend the Maritime Transport Act to improve the
responsiveness of the regulatory regime. The Maritime Transport Amendment Bill 2016 finished its
second reading in Parliament on 16 August 2017 and contains these important amendments which, if
enacted, will enable improved flexibility in rule-making. This will enable the regulatory system to
respond more promptly, efficiently and effectively to developments in technology and practice. A
large component of the Bill is also the new Part 4B, implementing previous Government policy
decisions for mandatory random drug and alcohol testing for commercial maritime operators.
Part 4B puts in place a requirement for commercial maritime operators to develop drug and alcohol
management plans that include random drug and alcohol testing of safety sensitive workers. It also
provides for the Director of Maritime NZ to conduct unannounced drug and alcohol testing of safety
sensitive workers.
Maritime NZ will work closely with the Ministry of Transport to ensure that the changes to the
Maritime Transport Act are implemented in a way that delivers these benefits.
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Compliance practice
Risk profiling for the domestic commercial sector
The Maritime Operator Safety System (MOSS) for New Zealand’s 1,696 operators – covering 2,824
smaller commercial vessels – was introduced in July 2014, replacing the former Safe Ship
Management (SSM) system. All existing operators should be transitioned into MOSS by 30 June 2018.
The introduction of MOSS marked the most significant change to New Zealand’s regulatory regime for
domestic commercial shipping for 15 years.
We are developing a detailed risk profile of sectors subject to MOSS. Over time, MOSS audits will
provide Maritime NZ with more accurate risk data to determine how the risk profile of sectors subject
to MOSS is evolving.

Ensuring competent, well-trained seafarers
The SeaCert seafarer certification framework was introduced on 1 July 2014 after four years of
development. The new system places much greater emphasis on seafarer competence and proven
ability than the previous system, affords a clearer career path for seafarers that can take them from
deckhand through to foreign-going master, and provides a simplified certification service.
In 2016 a further change was made to the rules to accommodate holders of older/legacy certificates
by enabling them to ring-fence those old documents instead of requiring them to move into the new
SeaCert regime.
This has received widespread support from the sector as it allows various smaller operators, subject
to medical fitness, to continue to conduct commercial maritime operations without the need to
retrain to new standards. By the end of the ring-fencing period on 1 September 2017, around 7200
seafarers had ring-fenced over 10,000 certificates.

Improving maritime industry health and safety practices
The new health and safety legislation came into force on 4 April 2016, expanding Maritime NZ’s
health and safety responsibilities for the maritime sector. Most of our frontline staff are now
warranted as Health and Safety Inspectors and a programme of work is in place with WorkSafe to
ensure consistency in both organisations’ working practices.
Funding for health and safety services from the Health and Safety Levy was increased in July 2017,
with a particular focus in growing capacity for supporting guidance and education provision to
operators. This includes an increase in both face to face interaction between Maritime Officers and
maritime operators and workers to identify and manage health and safety risks. We also develop
written guidance tailored to help manage maritime risks, analyse administrative data to identify the
greatest risks, and use print and social media messages to the wider maritime community. Targeted
enforcement campaigns are also a feature of our approach.
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We work closely with other regulators in the health and safety area (in particular WorkSafe) to ensure
there is a system-wide approach to health and safety regulation. This includes the development of
joint approaches and material where possible, along with joint engagement with social partners.

A more effective recreational boating safety strategy
After a nearly 50% drop in fatalities in 2015/16 compared with 2014/15 (from 32 down to 16), in
2016/17 the recreational boating toll remained at 16. The majority of those 16 fatalities might have
been avoided if lifejackets had been worn correctly.
Maritime NZ and our partners on the NZ Safer Boating Forum continued to target the key risk factors
leading to fatalities – failure to wear lifejackets, not carrying emergency communications equipment
and not checking the weather forecast before heading out on the water – through a combination of
safety awareness programmes and enforcement.
In 2017/18, Maritime NZ is building safety awareness through social media, and providing funding
support for regional compliance programmes that generate face-to-face contact with the boating
public.

Effective aids to navigation and distress and safety communications
service infrastructure
We maintain New Zealand’s coastal navigation aids to shipping (principally coastal lights and
lighthouses), the national maritime distress and safety communications service, and an emergency
distress beacon detection and location system for our international areas of responsibility.
Over the coming year, Maritime NZ will update the emergency distress beacons registration database
to allow people faster, easier access, complete the formal commissioning of the new distress beacon
detection and location system (known as MEOSAR), improve the resilience of the distress and safety
communications services and work with partners to improve the way aids to navigation are used.
This includes virtual aids, which use electronic systems (rather than physical marks or beacons) to
alert ships to navigation hazards through their Automatic Identification Systems (AIS).
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Response capability
Our maritime incident response capability
Maritime NZ provides an integrated readiness and response system for major maritime events as well
as undertaking large numbers of minor or routine incident responses (primarily small-scale, shortduration Search and Rescue missions and responses to small-scale, minimal impact marine oil spills.)
The Rena incident brought into sharp focus the need to ensure integrated maritime incident response
capability is sufficient to address complex, large-scale, long-enduring, high-risk maritime incidents in a
joined up, All-of-Government approach.
We have undertaken an extensive programme to develop, implement and sustain improvements in
readiness and response capability for these very rare but very serious incidents. Good progress has
been made but, in line with Government expectations around the National Security System’s ‘all
hazards, all risks’ concept, this capability needs to be sustained and evolved.
Immediate focus areas include:


on-going exercising and training with an emphasis on integrating functions inside Maritime NZ
and across relevant government agencies and industry partners



evolution of the integrated strategy and plans suite, and



maintenance and evolution of relevant international links, including formal support
agreements.

Search and Rescue Coordination services
Maritime NZ operates a 24/7 Search and Rescue (SAR) coordination centre – the Rescue Coordination
Centre New Zealand (RCCNZ) – to manage and coordinate SAR incidents for sea, air and land at the
national level.
New Zealand’s area of responsibility exceeds 30 million square kilometres and rescue missions are
performed by a complex mixture of volunteer and professional organisations including the Defence
Force, civilian helicopter operators, Coastguard NZ and domestic and international ships.
Responsibilities include operating the satellite ground station that receives the alert and location
information from emergency distress beacons. We have just completed a joint project with Australia
to build new satellite ground stations and a central Mission Control Centre to support the use of new
satellites and so improve the speed and accuracy of beacon detection and location (the New Zealand
element cost some $6.6M). There are some 700-800 logged incidents each year, including many
involving foreign nationals.

Improved oil pollution response capability and sustainability
Maritime NZ has domestic and international obligations to maintain an oil pollution preparedness and
response capability. This capability, which includes personnel, training, equipment, and strategic
planning, is funded through the New Zealand Oil Pollution Fund (the Fund). The Fund is generated
through an Oil Pollution Levy (OPL).
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A comprehensive Capability Plan has been developed and approved in order to deliver on the New
Zealand Marine Oil Spill Response Strategy 2015 – 2019. With the introduction of the revised Oil
Pollution Levy from 1 January 2017 Maritime NZ commenced the implementation of the Capability
Plan with work focusing on a significant capital asset procurement programme to replace old assets
and bring in new ones, as well as enhancing the capacity of the Marine Pollution Response Service
and national and regional training and exercises. A mid-point funding review of the OPL is currently
underway as described in the Funding matters section above.

Integrated security intelligence capability
Maritime NZ has continued to receive quality intelligence, which provides good situational awareness
pertinent to its security response role. All-of-Government engagement within the National Security
Framework is also strong and Maritime NZ plays a full role in the all-hazards National Security System.
New Zealand’s port security regime is effective and efficient. Fourteen maritime security exercises
were successfully completed in 2015/16 and the scenario complexity for exercises continues to
improve. Ports are encouraging other industry and All-of-Government players to increase their level
of involvement.
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Organisational effectiveness
Growing our information management capability
To be effective Maritime NZ needs to maintain and develop its ability to create, use and share high
quality data and information that supports evidence-based, risk-focused decision making that is of
consistent high quality.
We require accurate, timely, useable, relevant, and trustworthy data and information to effectively
and intelligently deliver our regulatory, compliance and response roles.
We:


are making considered investments in systems, within a coherent Information Capability
programme, to maximise return on investment, consolidate business processes and
information, and retire legacy systems



have in place (as part of our strategic work programme) an Information Management Strategy
to improve data quality and exploit the value of data through joining up datasets and deriving
actionable insights through analytics



have established a formal change management programme to ensure that our staff are well
supported to adopt and efficiently use systems and maximise data quality, and



are building our regulatory intelligence and analysis capability to help direct intelligence-led,
evidence-based, and risk-focused decision making across our regulatory and compliance
activities.

Building our people capability
Maritime NZ has found it challenging over recent years to recruit the specialist technical staff we
need, particularly experienced and highly qualified mariners, because of the small size of the
domestic maritime industry. However, with the introduction of MOSS and SeaCert, we have
appointed a significant number of new maritime staff who have added considerable depth to our
technical capability.
We:


continue to support and develop our staff to the greatest effect. Several programmes of work
are underway or planned as part of a comprehensive People Capability Strategy aligned with
our strategic plan and Statement of Intent, and



are currently implementing a comprehensive Learning and Development Framework,
including participation in the Government Regulatory Practice Initiative, Health and Safety at
Work Act training, manager development, and familiarisation/induction training.
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Part 3: Other information
More information about Maritime NZ and the work we are engaged in can be found in the following
documents online:
Statement of Intent 2015-2021
Annual Report 2015/16
Statement of Performance Expectations 2017/18
Maritime NZ’s draft 2016/17 Annual Report is currently being finalised and will be submitted to your office in
accordance with the Crown Entities Act 2004 requirements and timeline.
Over the coming year we will be developing a new Statement of Intent to cover the 2018-2024 period.

Appendices:
1. Maritime NZ Authority members and Chief Executive profiles
2. Maritime NZ organisation chart
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Appendix 1:
Maritime NZ Authority members and CEO profiles
Maritime NZ has a five member board appointed by the Minister of Transport. The Board appoints the Director of
Maritime New Zealand, who has independent statutory powers under the Maritime Transport Act 1994.
Blair O’Keeffe – Chair
Blair is a trained and experienced Board Chair, Board Director and Chief Executive. Sector
experience includes port, transport, warehousing, oil and gas. Key roles held include Chief
Executive of CentrePort, one of New Zealand's largest port companies and 16 years in the oil and
energy sector in senior international leadership roles, including Vice President at BP PLC.
With key skills in leadership, general management, marketing and distribution, his experience
covers the breadth of the supply chain from production to customer in New Zealand, Australia,
Europe and North America. Blair joined the Authority in March 2016, and was appointed Chair in
October 2016.
Belinda Vernon – Deputy Chair, Chair Audit and Risk Committee
Belinda is an Auckland-based consultant with a background in accounting, shipping and
conservation. She has worked in senior accounting and management roles in the shipping
industry in New Zealand for Tasman Express Line Ltd and McKay Shipping Ltd. Her initial shipping
experience was gained with Ellerman City Liners in London.
Belinda was a Member of Parliament from 1996-2002 and is a director of the Institute of
Geological and Nuclear Sciences Ltd (GNS Science) and a trustee of the Auckland Philharmonia
Foundation. She recently completed a 10-year term as a trustee of the Motutapu Restoration
Trust. She joined the Authority in May 2013, and was appointed Deputy Chair in May 2017.
Peter Cowper
Peter is COO at Nelson Marlborough Institute of Technology (NMIT), Chairman of the Board of
Trustees in the Centre of Fine Woodworking, Owner/Director at Quorum Group Ltd and The BDH
Group Ltd. Peter has extensive management experience, including COO at Wellington Institute of
Technology (WelTec), CEO at Digital Porirua Trust, General Manager, Science and Engineering
Services at BRANZ and General Manager, Network Delivery at Telecom.
Prior to these roles Peter held a variety of management, technical and leadership roles within
Telecom. Peter specialises in management consultancy and mentoring senior managers and
executives. He became a member of the Authority in May 2011.
Janice Fredric
Janice is a professional director with a broad portfolio of current and past directorships,
extensive executive experience and a chartered accountant. Janice has worked in a wide range
of industry sectors and sizes, both in New Zealand and internationally.
Janice is a member of the Institute of Directors, a Fellow of the NZ Institute of Management
South and a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants. She became a member of the
Authority in March 2016.
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Kylie Boyd
Kylie is a lawyer, specialising in commercial law, which includes sales and acquisitions, finance,
entity structures, capital raising and a broad range of contractual matters. Kylie has particular
expertise advising clients in the manufacturing, exporting, logistics and horticulture industries,
advising on a variety of corporate and commercial matters, including national and international
supply arrangements. Kylie also maintains various directorships and has a keen interest in
business and governance. She became a member of the Authority in January 2017.
Keith Manch –Director and Chief Executive
Keith Manch has the dual role of Director and Chief Executive. Keith joined Maritime NZ in
December 2011. As Director he has independent statutory responsibility for regulatory and
compliance decision making. As Chief Executive, Keith is also the senior manager responsible for
the day-to-day running of Maritime NZ. Keith is accountable to the Authority for the
performance of the organisation.
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